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Hungarian President: “There Is Almost Constant Sickness,
As If Our Immune Systems Have Been Weakened”
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More shocking than what makes news,
sometimes, is what doesn’t make news. So it
is with the striking admission from
Hungary’s president, made during a New
Year’s address, that in “many families, there
is almost constant sickness, as if our
immune systems have been weakened.”

When hearing such an eye-popping claim
from only one non-mainstream English
outlet — in this case, website Gates of
Vienna (GoV) — one of course wonders, “Is
this legit?” But it absolutely appears to be,
which means that an equally big story is how
it’s being ignored.

GoV cites Hungarian sources whose information is translated by its Hungarian correspondent László. As
he originally wrote January 1 (note: Hungary has a president as well as a prime minister; the former’s
role is largely ceremonial), “Hungarian President Katalin Novák’s 2023 New Year’s Eve address to the
nation was as weird as it could get.”

To wit, Novák said: “In many families, there is almost constant sickness, as if our immune systems have
been weakened.”

“As if…,” László then repeated, wondering, is this “an attempt to do damage control after the mass
effects of the Poison Poke can no longer be hidden?”

Yet this story gets weirder still. After László “wrote his initial analysis, the transcript of Ms. Novák’s
speech was removed from the media site [magyarnemzet.hu] where it had been posted, and the state
broadcaster dubbed her speech at the critical point so that her problematic remarks could no longer be
heard,” GoV informed January 2.

László said he had to use the Wayback Machine “to retrieve the original transcript, only one day after it
was published by Magyar Nemzet.” Since then, however, the “two articles in question became available
again on Magyar Nemzet,” he also wrote — and it’s “difficult to know what machinations have been
going on in the background.”

“I assume that with the temporary removal of the transcript of the speech, the media outlet might have
intended to bypass the period of peak traffic in order to do some damage control,” László continued.

“In the meantime I also learned that there was a cyber attack against several Hungarian conservative
media outlets yesterday,” he added. Launched by whom we don’t know, of course.

Magyar Nemzet’s original transcript is found here and, sure enough, President Novák’s curious line is
in it. The auto-translated version reads, “In many families, illness is almost continuous, as if our immune
system has also weakened.”

If interested, you can scour GoV’s entire report. One reason this news raises eyebrows for many,
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however, is that it aligns with their personal experiences.

For example, I’ve reported on the non-political testimonial of insurance company CEO Scott Davison,
who said in early 2022 that his industry was witnessing mortality (mainly non-Covid) among Americans
18 to 64 that was 40 percent above normal — that is, worse than “a one-in-200-year catastrophe.”

Note, too, that this age-18-to-64 mortality increase manifested itself in the third quarter of 2021, which
roughly coincides with when the “vaccines” were pushed on people under 65.

I’ve also related the bizarre experiences I’ve had, encountering an inordinate number of people who
reported severe health problems or young family members’ and friends’ sudden deaths. Then there was
the nurse who recounted to me the rapid increase in serious health issues she was seeing among
patients. But most apropos, and timely, is an email a reader sent me January 2.

The person, who has contacted me before and will remain anonymous, writes of health woes among his
(the masculine pronoun here and below isn’t meant to indicate the respondent’s sex either way) family
revealed at Christmastime.

“All of my relatives are firmly Covid-19 vaxxed, and up to date on all of the boosters,” he writes. The
“topic was constantly coming up about getting colds and flu and having doctors constantly drawing
blood,” the reader added, calling the number of unusual health problems “astonishing.” He then
recounted them:

43-year-old male getting blood labs indicating a liver function off the charts, a normal range in the1.
60s, this lab measurement was in the 1700s….
A family of four, parents in the mid-forties, fully vaxxed and boosted, even the children, did not2.
join the family for the holidays because they tested positive for Covid-19 for the 3rd time.
One person, 69 years old, mentioned being diagnosed with neutropenia, a condition of low3.
neutrophils, white blood cells important for immunity….
Nine other people said “Hey! I have Neutropenia, also!”4.
One female said their spouse, 79 years old, has had a sudden rapid cognitive decline that5.
occurred in about six weeks.
One female, 39 years old, has had two surgeries on esophagus, doctors said the esophagus is6.
getting full of holes.
One female, 32 years old, has suddenly descended into a severe neurological disorder, that is7.
looking like schizophrenia, but medicine is not helping.
One mother announced that the daughter, 6 years old, appears to have no immunity from colds8.
and flu.
One person said she and her husband had gotten covid-19 recently for the third time and the9.
husband had to be hospitalized, but he already has COPD.
Elderly female, 91 years old, having sudden onset of blood pressure problems of blood pressure10.
going too high and too low, chest pains and dizziness.

So what gives? Is this one of the families in which “there is almost constant sickness, as if [their]
immune systems have been weakened”?

I guess it’s don’t ask, don’t tell.
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